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ANNUAL EXAMINATION – 2012- 2013 
CLASS: V I I 

SUBJECT: GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 

(Two hours) 
80 Marks 

 
Answers to this paper must be written on the sheet provided Separately.. 

You will not be allowed to write during the first 15 minutes. 
This time is to be spent in reading the Question Paper. 

The time given at the head of this paper is the time allowed for writing the answers. 
Answer all the questions. 

The intended marks for Questions or Parts of Questions are given in brackets [  ]. 
 

Part – I  
Answer all from this part 

Question 1 Name the following -         [1x10=10] 

i) This scientist proved that lightning was actually an electric spark. 

ii) Material through which electricity cannot flow. 

iii) An instrument which is used to measure electric current. 

iv) Blood group is known as universal donor. 

v) It was India’s second satellite & was launched from USSR on 7
th
 June 1979. 

vi) Dedicated to ocean research, this satellite was launched on 23
rd

 September 2009. 

vii) His conception that Sun is at the centre of the solar system is an important landmark in the history of 

science. 

viii) This Hungarian physcist was the first to observe radar echoes from the moon. 

ix) The scientist who invented dynamo. 

x) This Irish team sport is played with stick & ball by women, men play it as Hurling.  

Question 2 Tick the following -         [1x7=7] 

i) Nerves / Cerebellum is at the back of the brain. It controls balance, movement & co-ordination. 

ii) Astronomical / Designer satellites are used for the observation of distant planets, galaxies etc. 

iii) Bio/Physio satellites are designed to carry living organism for scientific experiments. 

iv) We use LPG / UPG for cooking. 

v) Brain/ Train was the first computer virus. 

vi) The heart receives blood from nerves/ veins. 

vii) Santosh Yadav / Dicky Dolma became the youngest woman to climb Mt. Everest at the age of 19 

years. 

Question 3 True / False -          [1x7=7] 

i) The pituitory gland is as small as a pea. 

ii) Oxygen is the most abundant gas in the atmosphere. 

iii) Saurav Ganguly was the first Indian to take hat trick in Test Cricket. 

iv) Surfing is riding over high waves on a surfboard.  

v) Bullfighting is a popular sport of Spain. 

vi) Jay Leno is the host of coffee with Karan. 

vii) Globe theatre is in Australia. 

Question 4 Unjumbled the words -         [1x6=6] 

i) AMEHGOBOLIN  ii) LPASAM  iii) KCABNAMOMG 

iv) RSCBABEL   v) STDRAGUH  vi) QUSAHS 

Question 5 Fill in the blanks -         [1x10=10] 

i) _________ orbit is an orbit around the planet earth. 

ii) The word ‘gas’ was given by _________. 

iii) _________ created first colour photograph. 

iv) _________ is the first highest wicket taker in test cricket. 

v) _________ became the youngest wicket keeper in test cricket when he made his debut against 

England. 

vi) This Mexican painter suffered from childhood polio followed by the horrible bus accident when she 

was 18 _________. 

vii) _________ is known as the Helen Keller of Nepal. 

viii) _________ acted in the Movie Myth.  

ix) _________ is known for his portraits describing mythological characters. 

x) _________ is the host of Zaika India Ka _________. 

Part – II 
Answer all the question 

Question 6 Write down eight different forms of Gymnastic.       [8] 

Question 7 Our atmosphere is composed of gases. Write down the names of the gases along with their 

percentages.              [2x5=10] 

Question 8 Identify the TV hosts & write their names -       [10] 

i) He hosted a talk show in the US which ran for 26 years. 

ii) He is a famous host of the BBC’s hard talk. 

iii) She is the famous host of Rendezous. 

iv) He is the host of Khana Khazana, a popular cookery programme. 

v) He hosted the Panchkoti Mahamani KBC. 

Question 9 Short notes on any 4 -            [4x3=12] 

 i) Numismatics   ii) Rock Climbing  iii) Franklin D Rossevelt 

 iv) Antivirus Software  v) Satellite 

 


